The volume of distribution (VD) is one of the most important pharmacokinetic parameters of drugs. The present study employs quantitative structure-pharmacokinetics relationships (QSPkR) to derive models for VD prediction of acidic drugs. The steady-state volume of distribution (VD ss ) values of 132 acidic drugs were collected, the chemical structures were described by 178 molecular descriptors, and QSPkR models were derived after variable selection by genetic algorithm and stepwise regression. Models were validated by cross-validation procedures and external test set. According to the molecular descriptors selected as the most predictive for VD ss , the presence of seven-and nine-member cycles, atom type P 5+ , SH groups, and large nonionized substituents increase the VD ss , whereas atom types S 2+ and S 4+ and polar ionized substituents decrease it. Cross-validation and external validation studies on the QSPkR models derived in the present study showed good predictive ability with mean fold error values ranging from 1.58 (cross-validation) to 2.25 (external validation). The model performance is comparable to more complicated methods requiring in vitro or in vivo experiments and superior to the existing QSPkR models concerning acidic drugs. Apart from the prediction of VD in human, present models are also useful as a curator of available pharmacokinetic databases.
INTRODUCTION
The application of combinatorial chemistry methods in drug development has led to extensively growing number of chemical structures with drug-like activities. Unfortunately, majority of these compounds fail to become marketable products because of the lack of efficacy in humans, most often due to their inappropriate pharmacokinetic characteristics. Reliable prediction of the pharmacokinetic behavior is able to identify the improper drug candidates in terms of inadequate absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) and eliminate them at early stages of drug design, before the expensive clinical trials. Thus, the optimization of drug pharmacokinetic properties in humans has become an obligatory step in modern drug discovery process.
Correspondence to: Zvetanka Zhivkova (Telephone: +359-2-9236514; Fax: +359-2-9879874; E-mail: zzhivkova@ pharmfac.acad.bg) One of the most important pharmacokinetic parameters is the volume of distribution (VD). VD is an apparent pharmacokinetic parameter, which relates the amount of a drug in the body to the measured concentration in a relevant biological fluid (typically plasma). It is defined as the volume in which a drug will appear to be distributed if it is presented throughout at the same concentration as that in plasma. VD can be calculated on the basis of the experimental data for the change in plasma concentration with time. Several types of VD are defined. The volume of the central compartment (VD c ) is equal to the ratio between the intravenous (i.v.) administered dose D and the initial plasma concentration C 0 :
The VD of drugs that follow multiexponential decay (multicompartmental behavior) is usually expressed as VD area or steady-state volume of distribution (VD ss ). VD area represents the ratio between the plasma clearance CL and the elimination rate constant β determined from the final phase of the logarithmic concentration versus time (C/t) curve:
where D is the i.v. administered dose and AUC 0-∞ is the area under the C/t curve from t = 0 to t = ∞.
Steady-state volume of distribution corresponds to the equilibrium distribution of a drug between the central and tissue compartments (at steady state), and is given by the following equation:
where k 12 and k 21 are the constants of distribution between the central and tissue compartments. VD ss is considered as the most reliable indicator for drug partitioning between plasma and tissues. 1 Although VD does not correspond to any physiological space and, hence, has no physical meaning, it is of great practical importance. It determines the residence time of the drug in the body and serves as a key parameter for setting up a suitable dosing regimen. 2 Various methods have been proposed for the prediction of VD in humans: extrapolation from animal data (allometric method), physiologically based pharmacokinetic modeling, biomimetic binding experiments (phospholipids or plasma protein binding at immobilized artificial membrane), and computational (in silico) approaches. Recently, Mager 3 and Fagerholm 4 summarized and critically analyzed the methods for the prediction of human pharmacokinetics.
Computational methods for quantitative structure-pharmacokinetic relationships (QSPkR) are increasingly gaining popularity and utility owing to their uncontested advantages: They can be based solely on easily calculated structural descriptors, ensure high efficiency with respect to time, labor, and cost, and eliminate any inevitable experimental errors. Several studies have been published proving the utility of QSPkR models for the prediction of VD. Most of them focused on congeneric series of drugs, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and their predictive power is restricted within the respective structural class.
Generation of adequate QSPkR models for heterogeneous series of structurally diverse drugs is a rather complicated task. A great variety of approaches have been used to develop predictive models for VD, starting from the Øie-Tozer equation 11 combined with multiple linear regression (MLR), [12] [13] [14] through the genetic algorithm (GA) and stepwise regression, [15] [16] to partial least squares (PLS) 9, [17] [18] , artificial neural networks [18] [19] Bayesian neural networks, 20 classification and regression trees, 20 random forest, [21] [22] and mechanismbased models. 23 The problems stem not only from the complex nature of the distribution processes determined by membrane permeability, specific and nonspecific binding to plasma and tissue proteins, metabolism, and so on, but also from highly varying numeral values of VDs published in literature. Any inaccuracy of the data can confound the performance of the models.
Sometimes, the statistics of QSPkR models is improved by replacing VD with related parameters such as unbound VD (corrected for protein binding) 15 or fractal volume v t (related to physiological volume), 17 but these volumes are of less practical importance.
Most of the models developed for the prediction of VD are based on datasets including acidic, basic, neutral, and amphoteric drugs. There are only few models developed on subsets of acids only and on subsets of bases only. [15] [16] It is well established that acids and bases follow different distribution patterns. In general, acids have relatively small VDs due to extensive binding to plasma proteins, whereas bases penetrate preferably in tissues and possess higher VD values. Surprisingly, the separation of drugs into acids and bases did not improve the predictive ability of the models. 16 Even more, the QSPkR models for acids were statistically poor. This could be due to the limited number of drugs involved in the study, the incorrect allocation of drugs to acidic or basic group, or the narrow range of VD values of acids.
The aim of the present study was to develop a QSPkR model for the prediction of apparent VD ss of structurally and pharmacologically diverse acidic drugs in humans based on calculated structural descriptors. A dataset of 132 acidic drugs were collected, the chemical structures were described by 178 molecular descriptors, and QSPkR models were derived after variable selection by GA and stepwise regression. Models were validated by cross-validation procedures and external test set.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets
Two datasets were used in the present study-one training and one external test set. The training dataset was compiled from Obach's database, 1 which is considered as the largest and the best curated database for pharmacokinetic parameters in humans.
The mol files of the drugs from Obach's database were retrieved from DrugBank 24 and ChemicalBook
25
and their pKa values were calculated by the ACD/ LogD software (Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, Ontario, Canada). The fraction of a drug ionized at pH 7.4 as acid (f A ) or base (f B ) were calculated according to the following equations:
In case of more than one acidic or basic center, the pKa of the strongest one was taken. A drug was considered as an acid if it met at least one of the following two conditions: (1) f A exceeded 10% and f B ≈ 0 and/or (2) f A was considerably higher than f B and close to 1. One hundred and thirty-two drugs met one or both of these conditions and entered the training set.
The VD values in Obach's database refer to VD ss after i.v. administration of drugs. This volume term describes the overall distributional behavior most generally. 1 For quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) purpose, the VD ss values were used as log VD ss and log (VD ss /MW), where MW is the molecular weight of drugs. The training set was used for the development of the QSPkR models and for cross-validation.
The external test set was compiled from Berrelini et al. 22 and consisted of 10 acidic drugs not included in Obach's database. Similar to the training set, the drugs in the test set were classified as acidic if it met at least one of the two conditions described above. The test set was used for external validation of the models derived in the present study.
Molecular Descriptors
The chemical structure of the drugs used in the present study was described by 178 molecular descriptors computed using the software packages ACD/ LogD version 9.08 (Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc.) and MDL QSAR version 2.2 (MDL Information Systems, Inc., San Leandro, California). The descriptors were grouped into five types. The first type included the molecular connectivity P indices, 26 which represent molecular structure by encoding significant topological features of the whole molecule. There are five categories of structural information described by P indices: degree of branching (low-order P indices), variable branching pattern (path P indices), position and influence of heteroatoms (valence P indices), patterns of adjacency (P cluster and path/cluster indices), and degree of cyclicity (P chain indices). The second type of descriptors-the 6 shape indices-is a family of graph-based structure descriptors that represent shape. 27 The third type comprised the electrotopological state (E-state) indices, which are atomlevel molecular descriptors computed for each atom in the molecule. 27 They represent the electron density at each atom and the ability of those electrons to participate in intermolecular interactions. A variety of molecular properties-weight, log p, log D 7.4 , number of rings, number of hydrogen bond donors (HBD) and acceptors (HBA), and so on-was defined as the fourth type. The last type consisted of threedimensional (3D) molecular properties such as polarizability, surface area, volume, and so on.
Variable Selection
A GA, 28 as implemented in the MDL QSAR package, was used as a variable selection procedure in the present study. GA allows one to select a subset of the most significant predictors using two evolutionary operations: random mutation and genetic recombination (crossover). The algorithm was used in the study with default values for the size of the initial population (32) , choice of parents (tournament selection), types of crossover (uniform crossover) and mutation (one-point mutation), and fitness function (Friedman's lack-of-fit scoring function with two parameters). 29 The selected variables entered a stepwise linear regression.
QSPkR by Stepwise Linear Regression
The QSPkR models in the present study were derived by a stepwise linear regression, as implemented in the MDL QSAR package. It was used in a forward mode with default values for the Fisher ratio F-to-enter (4.00) and F-to-remove (3.99). Final models were assessed by explained variance (r 2 ) and standard error of estimate (SEE) according to the following equations:
(log VD ss,obs,i − log VD ss,calc,i )
(log VD ss,obs,i − log VD ss,obs,mean )
,
where VD ss,obs,i is the observed VD ss of the i-th drug, VD ss,calc,i is calculated by the model VD ss of the i-th drug, n is the number of drugs in the dataset, and p is the number of molecular descriptors in the model. Fisher statistics (F) for models also was calculated.
Cross-Validation
Two cross-validation procedures were applied to the training set in order to access the predictive ability of the QSPkR models-leave-oneout cross-validation (LOO-CV) and leave-many-out cross-validation (LMO-CV). The models were assessed by cross-validated coefficients q 
(log VD ss,obs,i − log VD ss,pred,i )
where VD ss,pred,i is predicted by the model VD ss of the i-th drug. In the LOO-CV procedure, one drug was excluded from the initial dataset and the model was derived based on the remaining n-1 drugs and was used to predict the VD ss,pred,i of the excluded i-th drug.
In the LMO-CV procedure, the initial set was divided randomly into training (80%) and test (20%) sets, and the test set was used to validate the QSPkR model derived on the training set. The average value of 30 runs was given as q 2 LMO-CV . Fold error (FE) of prediction for the test sets was calculated according to the following equation: FE = 10 |log VD ss,obs,i −log VD ss,pred,i| and the average value of 30 runs was given as mean fold error (MFE).
The accuracy of prediction is given as the percent of the total number of drugs predicted with less than twofold error.
External Validation
The external test set was used for external validation of the QSPkR models derived in the present study. The VD ss values of the tested drugs were predicted by the models and compared with the observed VD ss in terms of FE and accuracy at twofold and threefold error.
RESULTS
Dataset Analysis
The training and test datasets of acidic drugs used in the present study encompasses a wide variety of structures, therapeutic actions, and physicochemical properties. A drug was considered an acid if it met at least one of the following two conditions: (1) f A exceeded 10% and f B ≈ 0 and/or (2) f A was considerably higher than f B and close to 1. The training set consisted of 132 drugs and the test set included 10 drugs.
The MW of the analyzed drugs varies between 126 and 1297 g/mol, with an average value of 372 g/mol. MW exceeds 500 g/mol for 14 drugs and two of them (micafungin and suramin) have MW higher than 1200 g/mol.
The values of the lipophilicity parameters log p and log D 7.4 also vary significantly. Log p ranges between -7.48 (micafungin) and 8.39 (hypericin), and the same drugs have extreme values of log D 7.4 (-11 and 7.64, respectively).
The values of VD ss range from 0.04 (suprofen) to 15 L/kg (artesunate), with an average value of 0.541 L/kg and median value of 0.22 L/kg. Log VD ss ranges between -1.40 and 1.176, with an average value of -0.576 and median value of -0.658. The histogram of the data distribution of the experimental log VD ss values is shown in Figure 1 .
QSPkR Model for Log VD ss
One hundred and seventy-eight molecular descriptors were calculated for 132 acidic drugs. Variable selection procedure by GA was applied to select the most predictive descriptors followed by a stepwise linear regression. Several models were derived and validated by LOO-CV and LMO-CV. The best performing one in terms of r 2 and q 2 is given as model 1: No intercorrelation between the descriptors in model 1 was observed (r < 0.65) (the intercorrelation matrix is given in Appendix 1). Seven drugs were considered as outliers having residuals greater than ±0.5 log unit. The plot calculated by model 1 log VD ss versus observed log VD ss is given in Figure 2 .
The molecular descriptors of model 1 belong to three types: molecular connectivity P indices, E-state indices, and molecular properties. The molecular connectivity index xch9 accounts for the presence and characteristics (type and position of substituents) of a nine-member cycle. The E-state indices are presented in the model by three groups: E-state indices, atom-type count indices, and hydrogen E-state indices. All E-state indices have positive values. Descriptor G min gives the minimum E-state index in the molecule. The second group accounts for the number of atoms of a given type present in molecule. Descriptors SdsssP acnt, SssS acnt, and SdssS acnt reflect the number of ( P ), ( S ), and ( S<) atom types in the molecule, respectively. Descriptors SHsSH and H max are hydrogen E-state indices. The first one equals the sum of all hydrogen E-state indices for all SH groups in the molecule, and the second one shows the maximum hydrogen E-state index in the molecule. The molecular properties are presented by the descriptor knotpv, which accounts for the intermolecular accessibility.
QSPkR Model for Log (VD ss /MW)
The ADME parameter log (VD ss /MW) was defined as VD ss per unit weight in order to eliminate the influence of MW. The best performing QSPkR model for log (VD ss /MW) is given below as model 2: No intercorrelation between the descriptors in model 2 was observed (r < 0.65) (the intercorrelation matrix is given in Appendix 1). Six drugs were considered as outliers having residuals greater than ±0.5 log unit. The plot calculated by model 2 log (VD ss /MW) versus observed log (VD ss /MW) is given in Figure 3 . 
Cross-Validation of the QSPkR Models
The QSPkR models derived in the present study were validated as described in the Materials and Methods section. Parameters q 2 LOO-CV , q 2 LMO-CV , MFE, and accuracy of prediction are given in Table 1 .
Models show good predictive ability, having 82%-83% of the drugs predicted with less than twofold error and MFE between 1.581 and 1.726.
The observed, calculated, and predicted VD ss values of the drugs used in the present study are given in Appendix 2. 
External Validation of the QSPkR Models
The predicted VD ss values of the drugs by model 1 and model 2 from the external test set are given in Table 2 . The MFE for model 1 is 2.04 and the accuracies at twofold and threefold error are 50% and 80%, respectively. For model 2, the external validation showed MFE of 2.25, accuracy of 60% at twofold error, and accuracy of 80% at threefold error.
Comparison with Other QSPkR Models for VD ss Prediction
Models derived in the present study were compared with other QSPkR models for the prediction of VD ss in humans based on datasets of acidic drugs only (Table 3) . Models were compared in terms of the predictive ability measured by r 2 , q 2 , MFE, and accuracy.
Karalis et al. 9 applied PLS and MLR and nonlinear regressions to generate QSPkR models on a dataset of 23 cephalosporines; 14 of them are presented in our dataset. The PLS model had r 2 = 0.592 and q 2 LMO-CV = 0.554. The linear regression analysis led to one parameter model with r 2 = 0.523 and SD = 4.752, and the nonlinear one-parameter model was slightly superior with r 2 = 0.571 and SD = 4.609. Ghafourian et al. 16 used GA and stepwise regression to derive models for VD prediction of acidic drugs. Two models were developed with MFE 1.79 and 1.84 and accuracy of 71% at twofold error threshold.
As is evident from Table 2 , the QSPkR models for VD ss prediction of acidic drugs derived in the present study outperform the existing models. They show the least MFE and the highest accuracy.
DISCUSSION
The relationship between the pharmacokinetic parameter apparent VD ss and the structure of 132 acidic drugs was examined by four sets of 2D-QSAR and one set of 3D-QSAR descriptors. VD ss was presented as log VD ss and log (VD ss /MW) in the QSPkR models. The most predictive variables were selected by GA and stepwise linear regression. Two significant QSPkR models containing similar descriptors were derived. The molecular connectivity indices xch7 and xch9 account for the presence and characteristics of sevenmember and nine-member cycles, respectively. Both descriptors have positive contributions in the models; increasing the values of xch7 and xch9 increases the VD ss of the molecules. Ghafourian et al. 16 also found a positive correlation between xch7 and log VD. Obviously, xch7 contributes to tissue distribution. xch9 is common for both models with great influence on VD. Recently, Yang et al. 30 found that the same descriptor correlates positively with the biliary clearance. Apparently, biliary excretion may contribute to the extension of VD.
E-state indices are widely presented in the models derived in the present study. This is not surprising, as these descriptors represent the polarity of compounds and the polarity governs the drug distribution in the body.
Descriptor SdsssP acnt corresponds to the number of phosphonate groups in molecule. It contributes positively to the VD ss , although the presence of phosphonate groups increases the polarity of compounds significantly. At physiological pH, the phosphonate moieties are negatively charged ions unable to cross membranes and distribute around the body. Indeed, bisphosphonate drugs used to prevent osteoporosis have poor absorption and low oral bioavailability. 31 Nevertheless, relatively high values for VD ss have been observed for pamidronate (1.8 L/kg), risedronate (6.3 L/kg), and fludarabine (2.2 L/kg). The former two drugs are bisphosphonates, which are proved to bind with high affinity to bones. 32 Fludarabine also reveals extensive tissue binding, preferably in kidney, liver, and spleen. 33 The positive contribution of the number of phosphonate groups to the VD ss should be related to specific binding to various tissues rather than to transmembrane transport.
The presence of sulfur and sulfuric groups greatly affect the VD ss of acidic drugs. Different sulfuric groups, however, have different influence on the drug distribution. For example, descriptor SssS acnt, representing the number of sulfuric atoms connected to other atoms with two simple σ-bonds, namely, atom type ( S ), contributes negatively to VD ss . Similarly, descriptor SdssS acnt, which corresponds to the number of SO groups, also has a negative contribution to VD ss . SO groups are highly polar structures often involved in the binding of drugs to human serum albumin (HSA). 34 The extensive binding to plasma proteins is considered as the major reason for low values of VD ss . Oppositely, the number of SH groups (described by SHsSH and SsSH) affects VD ss positively. The SH groups are capable of forming hydrogen and disulfide bonds with tissue proteins.
The polarity of the drugs is also encoded by descriptors G min and H max . Descriptor G min represents the minimum E-state value in the molecule and is a quantitative measure for the most electrophilic atom. The drugs with the most negative G min values (suramin, risedronate, zoledronate, micafungin, and pamidronate) are extremely polar and their log D 7.4 values range from -6.3 to -11. As G min is negative, it has a positive coefficient in the models, that is, polar drugs have low VD ss . Descriptor H max equals the maximum hydrogen atom E-state value in the molecule and reflects its ionizability. It has positive values, with the lowest H max corresponding to weak nonionized acids (with pKa > 7.4) and the highest values corresponding to stronger ionized acids (with pKa < 4.2). The negative coefficient of this descriptor in the models is in good agreement with the general consideration that the ionized acids have low VD ss values.
The molecular descriptor knotpv represents the difference between two connectivity indices: P valence cluster 3 and P valence path/cluster 4. Both relate positively to the size of the molecule and the number of HBD and HBA. The molecular connectivity indices could be interpreted in terms of intermolecular accessibility. 35 The intermolecular accessibility is as higher as lower is the value of knotpv. For small compact members of the dataset, the value of knotpv is close to zero (-0.20 to +0.22), whereas for large molecules with a high degree of branching, distal substituents, or adjacent (conjugated) rings, knotpv is highly negative (the lowest value is -3.46). The latter molecules face difficulties in crossing membranes, but they are rich in atoms and HBD and/or HBA groups, potential participants in drug-tissue protein interactions. The negative coefficient of knotpv in model 1 reflects the positive relationship between intermolecular accessibility and VD ss .
Descriptor nelem appears in model 2 and its value influences log (VD ss /MW) negatively. Most probably, nelem affects the dependent variable through MW rather than through VD ss because the presence of heteroatoms such as F, Cl, and P results in a higher MW.
Although lipophilicity (expressed as log p or log D 7.4 ) is considered as a key property governing pharmacokinetic behavior, a direct relationship between VD ss and lipophilicity parameters was not found in the present study. It seems intuitive to expect a relationship between VD ss and log p or log D 7.4 with the VD ss increasing with increasing lipophilicity (approaching a maximum or assuming a parabolic profile); however, such correlations are rarely observed, even for a homogenous series of compounds. 3 (Table 4) . Four compounds (artesinate, ifetroban, rosuvastatin, and suprofen) are the common outliers in the two models; three (glyburide, indomethacine, and zoledronate) are additional outliers in model 1 and two (acivicin and mezlocillin)-additional outliers in model 2. The outliers differ in their structure (Fig. 4) and physicochemical properties. Their incompatibility with the models can be due to several reasons: presence of structural features not captured by the descriptors used, high interindividual variability in metabolism, specific multicompartment distribution, and inaccurate experimental values.
The experimental value of VD ss for acivicin is 0.5 L/kg; the calculated value according to model 2 is significantly lower −0.086 L/kg. Acivicin is a negatively charged amino acid with pKa = 1.89 (calculated by ACD/LogD; Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc.), but it follows biexponential kinetics. 36 It could be hypothesized that as an amino acid, acivicin is involved in active transport-mediated distribution.
The VD ss for artesunate is 15 L/kg, reported as a median value for a group of 11 patients with malaria, varying from 2.2 to 39 L/kg. 37 Artesunate has a great interindividual variability in clearance, VD, and halflife due to variability in its metabolism. 37 The calculated values for VD ss are 2.49 (model 1) and 1.07 (model 2), both closer to the lower limit of the observed value. In addition, it was suggested that the primary route of artesunate elimination is biliary excretion with enterohepatic circulation, 38 which might be responsible for the higher observed value for VD ss .
The VD ss for glyburide in Obach's database is given as 0.08 L/kg; the calculated value according to our model 1 is 0.34 L/kg. Jaber et al. 39 have studied the pharmacokinetics of glyburide in 12 obese patients with mean body weight of 100 kg and eight nonobese patients with mean body weight of 73 kg and have found that the observed VD for the obese group is 47.0 L (0.47 L/kg) and for the non-obese is 56.8 L (0.78 L/kg). Our calculated value is close to Jaber's observed VD values falling within the twofold error interval.
Ifetroban is known to be extensively distributed throughout the body, with concentration in tissues (except for heart and brain) exceeding that in plasma and VD ss = 4.4 L/kg. 40 The calculated values for VD ss are 0.42 (model 1) and 0.32 L/kg (model 2), that is, around 10 times lower than the observed one. Concentrations of ifetroban in human plasma showed secondary peaks at about 6 h after administration, suggesting that the drug undergoes enterohepatic recirculation. 40 This explains the observed extended VD.
The VD ss for indomethacine in Obach's database is 0.096 L/kg, other authors report 0.927, 41 0.95, 16 and 1 L/kg. 42 The calculated value according to model 1 is 0.62 L/kg, which is closer to the last three observed VD ss . Similarly, the VD ss value for mezlocilline in Obach's database is 0.09 L/kg, whereas other authors gave 0.19, 43 0.34, 44 and 0.38-0.55 L/kg. 42 Our calculated value is 0.31 L/kg, which is in good agreement with the last several observed.
Rosuvastatin is extensively distributed in tissues with apparent preference to the liver. This is supported by the high proportion of nonrenal clearance (over 70% from the total clearance) and the high extraction coefficient of the liver. 45 The drug is excreted to a significant extent into the bile. About 11% of the administered dose was recovered in the bile, and biliary concentration exceeded the plasma levels considerably. 46 Its observed VD ss in Obach's database [47] [48] The calculated VD ss is 0.17 (model 1) and 0.15 L/kg (model 2), around ten times less than the observed. The extensive biliary secretion and enterohepatic circulation could explain the great difference between the observed and calculated VD ss , as already has been proposed for artesunate and ifetroban.
Suprofen's VD ss value in Obach's database is extremely low-0.04 L/kg. The lowest possible VD ss of acidic drugs is 0.1 L/kg, as this is the VD of HSA itself. 24 Other authors give values for suprofen's VD ss from 0.1 to 0.3 L/kg 49 and 0.17 L/kg 24 which are closer to our calculated values of 0.22 L/kg (model 1) and 0.18 L/kg (model 2).
The value of VD ss for zoledronate in Obach's database is 0.6 L/kg. Like other bisulfonates, zolendronate binds rapidly and extensively to bones from where it is gradually released for a relatively long period of time. 50 Zoledronate is structurally similar to pamidronate and risedronate, and the three drugs possess comparable MW and physicochemical properties. However, the observed VD ss for zoledronate (0.6 L/kg) is considerably lower than those of pamidronate (1.8 L/kg) and risedronate (6.3 L/kg). The value of 0.6 L/kg seems unreliably small because it is lower than the total body water even and is in a contradiction to the established distribution patterns for this class of drugs. 51 The calculated value for VD ss is 3.6 L/kg, being between the observed VD ss of pamidronate and risedronate.
Cross-validation and external validation studies on the QSPkR models derived in the present study showed good predictive ability with MFE values ranging from 1.58 (cross-validation) to 2.25 (external validation).
Having the experience from the outliers in the training set, we cross-checked the VD ss values for the outliers in the external test set (Table 2 ). Gavestinel and ridogrel are outliers according to model 1, whereas levocabastine and treprostinil are outliers in model 2. Hoke et al. 52 found VD ss for gavestinel in the range 0.16-0.28 L/kg, which falls in the twofold error of our prediction. Wilson and Quest 53 gave VD ss of 0.1-0.2 L/kg for ridogrel, which is also in the twofold error of our predicted value. Levocabastine follows two-compartment distribution. 54 The VD ss of treprostinil is 0.5 L/kg, 55 being very close to the values predicted by our models.
The comparative analysis of the existing models for VD prediction of acidic drugs available in the literature showed that the QSPkR models derived in the present study performs better than others (Table 3) .
CONCLUSION
The QSPkR models for VD ss prediction derived in the present study have clear physical sense and allow unambiguous interpretation of the chemical features concerning the distribution of acidic drugs in the body. They are useful guide for lead optimization in the drug design process. Even more, apart from their usage as predictors of VD ss , they could be used as a curator of existing pharmacokinetic databases. 
APPENDIX A
